Elitron’s rising star shines bright at FEFCO Seminar in Wien
Elitron impresses the audience and is awarded as most
inspiring newcomer at FEFCO Seminar.
More than a thousand attendees gathered at the Messe Wien Congress Centre in
Vienna on October 11- 13 for FEFCO’s Technical Seminar where the latest technologies
in the sector were showcased. The FEFCO Technical Seminar is indeed a highlight of the
industry’s calendar, offering corrugated manufacturers and suppliers some of their most
productive innovations and new business development activity. The Vienna edition was
the most popular in the last ten years: there were 126 stands and 87 exhibitors on hand,
a new record.
On such an important stage Elitron, at its very first appearance, could not have hoped
for a better outcome: showcasing the benefits of Kombo TAV-R, its high-automated
digital finishing solution dedicated to the needs of the corrugated industry, Elitron has
been awarded as the most inspiring newcomer.
The award committee stated during their announcement that the reasons for the
assignment were the fact that Elitron made the step from a being local supplier of digital
cutting tables for the Italian Leather goods industry and experienced an evolution to
become a worldwide partner for the corrugated industry. Instead of focusing on the low
level sample cutting tables, Elitron has been capable of taking the risk to invest in a high
level, fully automatized line for the corrugated packaging industry: Kombo TAV-R. This
line is giving opportunities to the industry as a whole to develop and experiment new
business models where integrating digital printing with digital cutting becomes seamless
and effortless. Thanks to Kombo TAV-R there is now a solution that can bridge the gap
between non-automatized sample tables and high-end, high-volume die cutters. The
installed devices have by now proved their performance and are opening opportunities
for the industry to effectively tackle short runs.
As its presentation stated, for digital cutting being no longer the bottleneck of the digital
printing production chain there was just a missing link which has now been filled by
Elitron and Kombo TAV-R: the only digital cutting solution able to effectively manage a
24/7 workflow of short runs completely unattended.
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Company Profile
Over 2000 installations worldwide.
50 countries.
12 patents.
These are the impressive numbers from a company who for more than 25 years is protagonist in the
production of cutting plotters and CAD design software, both in Italy and abroad. A company from the
Marche region, boasting 100% Made in Italy throughout the entire production process. From 1984, technical
experience has been continually fed by investments in research and technological innovation, as well as
original insights. This has resulted in innovative products and technologies which in many cases represent
exclusive Elitron patents. Solutions that exceed the limits of traditional production systems, completely
automating the working stages, and generating new business opportunities. With an in-depth knowledge in
the leather industry, Elitron today produces specific solutions for different sectors: cardboard, visual
communication, gaskets and composites, rubber and foam, footwear, leather goods, furniture,
automotive.
Elitron’s expertise is clearly identifiable in its vision systems, movement mechanisms, as well as its cutting
edge electronic and processing technologies such as: oscillating knife (electrical and pneumatic),
milling tools, creasing tools, laser (cutting, engraving and marking), water-jet.
From design to full development of dedicated software for 2D and 3D CAD design, project data
management software (PDM) and CAM software, the Elitron team follows every stage of production with a
360° approach.
Technical assistance, directly managed by Elitron in collaboration with local and international partners,
provides a quality, timely service. With its personal customer-orientated service, Elitron remains directly at the
customers side to cut through new targets for the future.
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